
Another key requirement was energy efficiency. The Panasonic system
was selected for this project because it could guarantee consistent 
leaving-air control of 16 degrees, 4 or more degrees higher than other 
manufacturers. This is the ideal temperature for warm air to rise and 
effectively distribute for a comfortable environment, without the need
for additional energy being used.   

In addition, EVR units offer variable heating and cooling at the same 
time, which further saves energy as warm air can be extracted and 
distributed to other areas of the building. This ecological transfer of heat 
supports the project’s sustainability objectives and modern office 
standards for energy efficiency.   

Simon Kirk from ICG explains; “The 3-Pipe ECOi MF2 gave us the armour 
we needed to win this contract. Leaving air temperature was an 
important factor for the client to ensure they were being as energy 
efficient as possible. The 16 degrees offered by the Panasonic system is unique to the brand, and offers the best available option for a project such as 
this.”
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NAGAIKI Veterinary Hospital

Location: Setagaya-ku, Tokyo

NAGAIKI Veterinary Hospital pays close attention to ensuring excellent air quality. For Toshiya Koba, director of the hospital, who knew about the 
effectiveness and safety of hypochlorous acid from an early stage, ziaino® was the product he had been waiting for. 
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When looking for a suitable air conditioning system for the sustainable and low carbon regeneration of Soapworks in Manchester, the developer 
selected a Panasonic VRF system. The site, owned by global asset management company The Carlyle Group and joint venture partners Nikal and 
Abstract Securities Ltd, is of significant historical importance, so any installation had to be sensitively and sympathetically handled.   

Soapworks, originally home to Colgate-Palmolive in the 1800’s, is situated in Salford Quays, Manchester. This landmark development to turn the 
former factory into a modern office space spanning a massive 400,000 sq ft has been divided into three-phases due to its vast scale; phases one and 
two totalling around 230,000 sq ft, and up to 160,000 sq ft in phase three which is still to be developed. High profile organisations already confirmed
to occupy the building include communication giants TalkTalk, MWH Global and The Home Office.   

When the developer put the heating and cooling contract out to tender almost three years ago, they had very clear objectives of what the system 
would need to achieve. Due to the structure and historic features within the building, including a vaulted ceiling, the developer didn’t want to install 
conventional building services hidden above a false ceiling; therefore they needed a system that could be seamlessly installed under the floor. The 
system needed to be energy efficient to meet modern office standards but also to support Soapworks’ sustainability goals, which include scoring a ‘B’ 
for its Environmental Performance Certificate. The Intelligent Comfort Group (ICG) won the contract after a competitive selection process, thanks in
part to Panasonic’s unique and flexible offering.   

The Panasonic 3-Pipe ECOi MF2 Series provided the ideal solution for the Soapworks installation, thanks to its adaptable design, energy saving 
attributes and simultaneous heating and cooling capabilities. “Due to the scope and prestige of this project, all of the fittings needed to be reliable, 
sustainable and of the highest quality. ICG presented the ideal air-conditioning solution that met all of our objectives, and we are very pleased with the 
results. With a huge space of over 230, 000 sq ft to manage, the Panasonic system provides consistent and comfortable temperature control of the 
entire building.” Says Jennifer Bamber, Manager of Soapworks.   

Design flexibility coupled with sustainable heating and cooling 
Soapworks required a system that could operate impeccably underfloor to suit the interior design of the building. With adequate underfloor space 
available, MF2 variable static pressure units, which would usually be fitted into the ceiling, were instead installed underfloor to meet the design criteria. 
Bespoke grills, which have been evenly distributed throughout the floor space, allow the warm air to be dispersed around the room.  

Challenge: To become a hospital with excellent air quality

Solution: Simple hygiene management through introduction of ziaino®

Aiming for thorough hygiene management, NAGAIKI Veterinary Hospital 
has been using hypochlorite since first opening its doors. While initially 
it used medical-use bleach containing diluted sodium hypochlorite, 
around 20 years ago it introduced 2 machines that can generate 
hypochlorous acid, creating a safer system for improved disinfection 
and deodorisation. With more benefits than alcohol disinfectant, and 
safe to use with both humans and animals, the hospital had been using 
hypochlorous acid in various ways, including in sprays, as a hand 
cleanser prior to treating animals, and for cleaning animals’ mouths and 
bodies.

At the same time, it had installed ventilation equipment in its waiting 
and treatment rooms to ensure a constant flow of fresh, clean air, and 
built positive pressure cleanrooms. With thorough hygiene 
management measures in place and a knowledge of the benefits of 
hypochlorous acid, the hospital had long been aware of ziaino®, and 
introduced a ziaino® product into its waiting room.

ziaino® sucks in dirty air, cleaning it with hypochlorous acid within the 
unit, before releasing the purified air back into the room. Koba has 
noticed how this air treatment cycle ensures a constant flow of purified 
air within the hospital. He has also been incredibly impressed at how 
the unit does everything from automatically generating hypochlorous 
acid to vaporizing it and releasing it into the air.

Koba says, “During the pandemic, we paid special attention to the air 
environment and hygiene management, such as frequently measuring 
CO2 concentration level in the waiting room. Our plan is to continue 
using ziaino® to provide a hygienic air environment for those visiting 
the hospital. ziaino® is a high-profile product in Japan, so from a 
management perspective, there are huge benefits for us if customers 
can see we are using ziaino® and know we strive to ensure excellent air 
quality.”



    List of Products

· ziaino®

Product installed:
ziaino® Air Treatment Unit (1 units)

*Deodorising effect depends on the ambient environment (temperature and humidity), operation time, and type/degree of odour.

The applicable products and solutions may differ in markets. 
Please contact us for the further information.

Panasonic Air-conditioning Malaysia (PACMY)    
Customer Call Centre
A Division of Panasonic Malaysia Sdn. Bhd.
Lot 10, Jalan Lot 10, Jalan 13/2, 46200 Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan 
Tel: +603-7932 4189 Fax: +603-7932 4181 
Email: aircon.cs@my.panasonic.com 
Website: www.panasonic.com/my

Koba is also representative of the Tokyo Jonan Regional Veterinary Medicine Promotional Association, which offers emergency nighttime treatment 
for cats and dogs, he has also introduced ziaino® products in the association. Treatment at NAGAIKI Veterinary Hospital is by appointment only, and 
so hospital staff know the condition of the dog or cat in advance. At the emergency clinic, however, staff do not know when and in what condition 
animals will arrive, and so it is even more important to ensure hygiene management. Here, Koba believes ziaino® has even greater value.
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